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There's no doubt, this school year has been a challenge. With all you
have going on, your district's SHARS program may be on the back burner
in your mind, but your reimbursements can't stand to be. 

Your program should be running smoothly so you can do what you show
up every day to do: impact student lives. Under new leadership, MSB is
focused on creating  products & services that maintain the
reimbursement you deserve, simplify your experience along the way, and
accommodate for solving other Special Education initiatives you're
focused on. 

Challenges come in waves, often strong and unrelenting. We may not be
in the district with you every day, but we remain committed to giving you
more opportunities to champion for students.

Tabbatha Callaway, CEO Alicia Meisner, COO

LEADER TO LEADER...
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Is there an area of your SHARS program you keep meaning to refine, but struggle to prioritize? Are
you looking to identify ways you can improve your district's documentation practices? 

Audits of all kinds offer the opportunity for clarity, truth, and strength in your practices. The
Medicaid to Schools documentation your team takes is crucial for your district & the security of
reimbursement is more necessary than ever.

The Mock Audit program is built through partnerships with Special Education Directors across the
state, over ten years of experience assisting district's with audits, and thousands of hours of
research on monitoring policy with implementation. 

MSB's Mock Audit program is meant to identify areas of improvement for your program and offers
you the chance to create workflow processes that give you confidence in your program's
documentation compliance, accuracy, and maximization.

We simplify your audit experience so you can impact students.

01 MOCK AUDITS
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Get started today

http://msbconnect.com/


COVID FINANCIAL
IMPACT ANALYSIS02

We won't know the educational or emotional impact of the Covid pandemic for years to come.
There are many unknowns you're currently juggling as an educator and understanding the
financial impact to your SHARS program is a certainty you can rely on MSB for.

A Financial Impact Analysis highlights the variance in anticipated and actual return based on state
and federal assistance, your district's distance learning plan, and your documentation efforts.

When you gain an understanding of what you're generating today, you can make a plan for
tomorrow.

We simplify your financial experience so you can impact students. 

Get started today
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http://msbconnect.com/


Do you have a plan for submitting your cost report this Spring in a timely and accurate way?

The Essential Cost Report Planner is a new product MSB created to make this process easier for
you. It is a resource that simplifies your cost report experience by bridging the gap of
interpretation between why state expectations exist and how school districts can meet them
when preparing, analyzing, and certifying their cost report.

When you are able to ensure a clear understanding of what needs to be collected and how it is
processed then you will be able to analyze the story your district's data tells you. Prepare
accurately, maximize appropriately, and grow your district's impact accordingly.

We simplify your Cost Report experience so you can impact students.

COST REPORT 
SUPPORT03
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Claim yours today

http://msbconnect.com/
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The feedback you provide about X Logs

doesn't go in a black hole. Here are a few

solutions to problems you've shared with us..

NEW & IMPROVED 
X LOGS OFFERINGS

Track the minutes your staff served students
in relation to the IEP requirements through X

Logs' IEP Service Analysis Feature

When you document in X Logs, you have
access to generate Progress Reports for
Parents to show both your district's effort

and a child's progress.

Our customer support has revitalized its approach
to serving you. The Client Care Team & X Logs

Consultants are committed to helping your staff
document easily.

X Logs can generate comprehensive Medicaid
reports to show you: district reimbursements,

Medicaid eligibility, staff participation, and
more.


